
 

Abstract—In this paper, a new technique for keyframe 

extraction and shot boundary detection is proposed. The 

proposed technique uses Eigen values for measuring the 

dissimilarity between the consecutive frames. The behavior of 

the Eigen values of covariance matrix over certain frames is 

analyzed to detect the shot boundary and subsequently extract 

the keyframe. In this paper a novel method for dynamically 

updating the covariance matrix is also proposed. This greatly 

reduces the computational time compared to conventional 

method of calculating the covariance matrix. The proposed 

technique is tested on a large variety of videos and also works 

on live videos. The recall and precision of simulation results 

reveal that the proposed technique is highly efficient and 

accurate in detecting the abrupt cuts. 

 
Index Terms—Computational efficiency, covariance matrix, 

dynamic update, Eigen values, keyframe extraction, Shot 

boundary detection. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increasing demand for the storage of a variety of 

visual information has made the researchers active in 

investigating mechanisms to efficiently index the visual data 

and effectively retrieve the same when needed. 

Content-based video retrieval (CBVR) is one such area of 

research which has been catering to search demands from the 

users. In a CBVR system, a video is first segmented into 

successive shots in the temporal domain which is a simple 

process of segmenting the video at certain timelines [1-22, 

23-30]. However, to automate the process of shot 

segmentation, analysis of the subsequent frame for the 

changes in content is essential. The changes can be abrupt or 

gradual, which mark the boundaries and shots due to various 

transition such as hard cuts, dissolve, fade in, fadeout etc. 

Later the keyframes are extracted from the segmented shots. 

Keyframes provide a suitable abstraction and framework for 

video indexing, browsing and retrieval as they are the 

representative frames of the segmented shots. The use of 

keyframes greatly reduces the amount of data required in 

video indexing and provides an organizational framework for 

dealing with video content. Users, while searching for a 

video of their interest, browse the videos in a random fashion, 

by stopping the video at different timelines and viewing only 

certain keyframes to match the content of search query. 

Content-based search and retrieval of video is thus a vital and 
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challenging task for processing digital video database. CBVR 

hence has various stages of processing such as shot 

segmentation, keyframe extraction, feature extraction, 

feature indexing, retrieval mechanism and result ranking 

mechanism, a lot of work can be found in the literature for 

each one of these stages. The focus of this paper is only 

towards shot boundary detection and keyframe extraction. 

The behavior of Eigen values is used to measure the 

dissimilarity between the frames of the video to detect the 

shot boundaries and extract the keyframes.  

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: in 

Section II related work is discussed, in Section III the 

proposed method is explained in detail, experiment results is 

discussed in Section IV and conclusion and future work in 

Section V. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Different shot boundary detection algorithms, such as 

histogram-based algorithms [1], [2], motion-based 

algorithms [3], [4] and contour-based algorithms [5] for cut 

detection; twin-comparison algorithm [1] and 

production-model based algorithms [6] for gradual transition 

detection have been proposed in the literature. 

The most common approach to obtain boundaries of a shot 

is based on color information of the frame, [7]-[10]. The main 

advantages of using color space is its ease of implementation, 

descriptive characteristic both in spatial and temporal space 

and real-time applicability due to simplicity to obtain a 

feature vector, such as histogram [11]. However, color based 

algorithms have false positives in presence of camera motion, 

object motion or illumination change. In most cases, post 

processing is accompanied to compensate for these stumbling 

blocks of color-based shot detection, such as motion 

compensation [12] or illumination reduction [7]. However, 

using post processing introduces the well-known tradeoff 

between speed and accuracy; the more you improve accuracy 

the longer it takes.  

Shot detection algorithms based on statistical differences 

between the frames, extract statistical characteristics of the 

spatial information of the frames and identify the changes in 

temporal domain to detect the shots. Most commonly used 

features are the mean and the standard deviation [13], 

however these algorithms are slow due to high computational 

cost of statistical formulae. These algorithms also generate 

false positives on illumination change [14]. Another 

approach based on split and merge concept [15] uses spectral 

clustering for grouping of objects in each frame, 

subsequently apply 2DFLD (2D Fisher‟s Linear 

Discriminant) for the detection of shots. 
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Edge map based [16], [8] approaches for shot detection use 

the assumption that the changes in spatial domain will result 

in appearing or fading of edges. The percentage of change in 

edges decides the shot boundary. The edge detection method 

does not handle rapid changes in overall scene brightness or 

scenes which are very dark or very bright. Secondly, motion 

compensation technique does not handle multiple rapidly 

moving objects particularly well. For example rapid changes 

in overall scene brightness can cause a false positive.  

Shot boundary detection based on Eigen coefficients and 

small Eigen value [17], presents an adaptive and 

non-parametric approach for shot boundary detection, 

without limiting itself to a specific type of shot transition. 

The difference between two subsequent frames in the video is 

computed in terms of Eigen distance between two subsequent 

frames of a video. The frame difference and the first frame 

number are regarded as the co-ordinate points on an open 

contour. The corner detection method is then used to 

determine the shot boundaries based on automatic 

computation of frame support, for each frame in the video 

using the statistical and geometrical properties associated 

with the small Eigen value of the covariance matrix of a 

sequence of connected points on the open contour. Shot 

detection using principal coordinate system [18] uses Eigen 

space decomposition of the RGB color space to describe the 

frames in a more descriptive coordinate system.  

The subsequent phase after shot detection is Key-Frame 

Extraction. A keyframe is a representative of each shot 

detected. Key-frames extraction scheme based on SVD and 

correlation minimization proposed in [19], apply SVD on 

each frame of a shot and gather the singular values 

(eigenvalues) to form a feature vector that compactly 

describes frame content. Then, key-frames are optimally 

extracted for each shot, based on the minimization of an 

objective numerical criterion, i.e., the cross correlation 

function of frame feature vectors. Another approach based on 

spectral entropy and mutual information [11] uses the 

difference of entropy value computed from Eigen value 

matrix of consecutive frames to decide which frames to 

choose as keyframe. Eigen-image based video segmentation 

and indexing [20] is based on a temporally windowed 

principal component analysis (PCA) of a subsampled version 

of the video sequence. Two discriminants are derived from 

the principal components on a frame by frame basis. The 

discriminants are used for scene change detection and 

keyframe extraction and classification into relevant clips.     

The approach proposed in this paper for shot detection and 

keyframe extraction, computes the eigenvalues associated 

with the covariance matrix of the intensity values of 

consecutive frames.  In the proposed method, a frame is said 

to be a keyframe if the corresponding small eigenvalue 

exceeds a predefined threshold value and thus the shot is 

segmented. The proposed method is explained in the 

following section. 

 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR SHOT DETECTION AND 

KEYFRAME EXTRACTION 

The proposed method for shot segmentation and keyframe 

extraction has four stages: generation of data matrix for k 

consecutive frames, computation of covariance matrix, 

computation of Eigen values and shot boundary 

detection/keyframe extraction. Initially the covariance matrix 

of k consecutive frames of the video stream is calculated. The 

Eigen values of this covariance matrix is calculated which are 

used to find the similarities/dissimilarities between the 

consecutive frames. Based on the similarities/ dissimilarities 

the keyframes are extracted. These stages are explained in 

detail in the following sub-sections. 

A. Generation of Data Matrix 

  

 

                       Pi = (p1 ,  p2,  p3 …..pn )                    (1) 

The column vector is formed by appending all the rows of 

an image together and taking the transpose. 

Now we have k images each with n pixels. We can write 

our entire data set as an n x k data matrix. Each column of D 

represents one image of our k frames. So we have: 

                     D = [P1    P2    P3    .  .  .  .  .  Pk  ]                      (2) 

where Pi  is the column vector which denotes the intensity 

values of the ith frame.  

B. Computing the Covariance matrix 

The purpose of computing the covariance matrix is to find 

the variations between the intensity levels of consecutive 

frames, the computed covariance matrix is used to derive the 

Eigen values. The conventional method followed and the 

proposed method (Modified method) for computing the 

covariance matrix is explained in detail. 

1) Conventional method (CM) 

Generally, the covariance matrix is computed by using the 

below formula (3).                     

                 C    =   U
T U / n-1                    (3) 
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Let {f1, f2, f3, f4 …. fk , fk+1,… fN } be the number of frames in 

a video V. We consider the first k consecutive frames of the 

video stream to generate the data matrix D. The data matrix is 

of order n × k where n is the size of the image (M × N) and k is 

the number of frames belonging to V considered for 

generating the data matrix D. An input image i.e., ith frame of 

V, with n = M × N pixels can be treated as a point in an 

n-dimensional space called the image space. The individual 

coordinates of this n-dimensional point corresponds to the 

intensity values of each pixel of the image frame fi and is 

arranged in the form of a column vector: 

The first step is to move the origin to mean of the data. This  

is achieved by finding the mean image by averaging the 

columns of D, then subtract the mean image from each image 

in the data matrix (i.e., each column of D) to create the mean 

centered data vector which is U. The covariance matrix C is 

then computed by using Eq.(3). The matrix C will be of order 

k and hence we need to find k Eigen values of the matrix 

which are used for determining the shot boundary/keyframe.

However, in the proposed approach every time when a 

new frame is extracted from the video, we need to generate 

the data matrix by eliminating the first frame f1 and 

appending the fk+1 frame to the data matrix D. Then again 

compute the covariance matrix for frames f2 to fk+1. Since 

each time the covariance matrix has to be computed, the time 



complexity increases greatly. To overcome this, we 

dynamically update the covariance matrix by using the 

former values which is explained in detail in the next 

sub-section.  

2) Modified method (MM)  

A novel method for calculation of covariance matrix is 

implemented which avoids the recalculation of complete 

covariance matrix whenever a new frame is appended to the 

data matrix. 

When a frame is appended and the first frame is eliminated 

from the data matrix, instead of calculating the complete 

covariance matrix, we reuse the already calculated 

covariance matrix by only calculating and appending the new 

covariance data to it and removing the first frame‟s 

covariance data. 

For illustration let‟s consider k = 3 and  fx , fy and fz be the 

three consecutive frames of the video, whose data matrix is 

given by D = [ Px   Py    Pz ] therefore covariance matrix of size 
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where zyx and  ,,  are the mean of fx
 , fy

 and  fz
 

respectively. 

Now when a new frame i.e., fa is added and fx is removed, 

we have to calculate the covariance matrix for fy , fz and fa. 

Instead of calculating the whole new covariance matrix, we 

can use the previously calculated covariance data for fy and fz 

and adding the newly calculated covariance data for fa to (4) 

as given in (5) 
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The advantage of using our method is the reduction in the 

computational time which avoids the recursive computation 

of covariance matrix and thus increasing the flexibility of 

choosing larger value for k.  

C. Calculating the Eigen Values 

Let A be an m x m matrix. The eigenvalues of A are defined 

as the roots of 

Determinant (Aλ-I) = | (A λ -I)| = 0 

where I is the m × m identity matrix. This equation is called 

the characteristic equation (or characteristic polynomial) and 

has m roots. 

Let λ be an eigenvalue of A. Then there exists a vector x 

such that: 

Ax = λx 

The vector x is called an eigenvector of A associated with 

the eigenvalue λ. Notice that there is no unique solution for x 

in the above equation. It is a direction vector only and can be 

scaled to any magnitude. To find a numerical solution for x 

we need to set one of its elements to an arbitrary value, say 1, 

which gives us a set of simultaneous equations to solve for 

the other elements. If there is no solution we repeat the 

process with another element. Ordinarily we normalize the 

final values so that x has length one, that is  x • xT= 1. 

Suppose we have a 3 × 3 matrix A with eigenvectors x1, x2, 

x3, and eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3 so: 

A x1 = λ1 x1          A x2 = λ2 x2        A x3 = λ3 x3 

Putting the eigenvectors as the columns of a matrix gives: 
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where ɸ  denotes Eigenvector and Λ denotes Eigen values, 

which gives the matrix equation: 

A ɸ  = ɸ  Λ 

If the eigenvectors are normalized to unit magnitude, and 

they are orthogonal, then: 

ɸ   ɸ T = ɸ T ɸ  = I 

which means that: 

ɸ T A ɸ   = Λ  

and: 

      A = ɸ  Λ ɸ T                                  (6) 

Now the above equation (6) can be implied in the proposed 

algorithm, since our covariance matrix C is k × k , we can 

calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of  C using the 

standard technique outlined above. That is to say we solve for 

ɸ  and Λ that satisfy: 

               C = ɸ Λ ɸ T                                              (7) 
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3 × 3 C is given by,



The k Eigen values of the covariance matrix C is thus 

obtained from eq.(7). 

D. Shot Boundary Detection / Keyframe Extraction 

From the k Eigen values computed in Section III-C, the 

minimum Eigen value chosen is used to find the 

dissimilarities between the frames.If the minimum Eigen 

value exceeds the predefined threshold value then the (k-1)th 

frame will be the shot boundary and kth frame is said to be a 

keyframe of the next shot indicating the beginning of the new 

shot. 

If the kth frame is not a keyframe then the data matrix is 

modified by eliminating the first frame and appending the 

next consecutive frame (k+1)th to  the data matrix, else the 

data matrix is newly created with the consecutive frames 

starting from kth frame to next k frames. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Precision and Recall 

 In order to reveal the accuracy and superiority of the 

proposed model, we have conducted an extensive 

experimentation on various videos. In order to evaluate the 

performance of the shot detection/keyframe extraction 

method presented in Section III, the recall and precision 

measures, were used [21], [22]. Let „GT‟ denote the ground 

truth set for the detection task under study, „Det‟ the detected 

(correctly or falsely) set using our methods. The Recall 

measure, also known as the true positive function or 

sensitivity, corresponds to the ratio of correct experimental 

detections over the number of all true detections: 

 

                

where |GT| denotes the cardinality of set GT.  

The Precision measure corresponds to the accuracy of the 

method considering false detections and it is defined as the 

number of correct experimental detections over the number 

of all experimental detections: 

 

                  
 

TABLE I: GROUND TRUTH 

Sequences Frames Cuts Fades Other 

Transitions 

House Tour 664 4 - - 

Hasselt 2710 12 - - 

TRECVID 

2002 

4000 6 - 4 

Mechelen 

Belgium 

5015 34 - 7 

House Tour 664 4 - - 

 

Table I shows the ground truth of the video sequences used 

for experimental purpose. The “House tour” video contains 

shots of living room and bedrooms which has only cuts. 

“Hasselt” video is an outdoor video showing different 

buildings and sculptures with fast panning and zooming of 

the camera. The video taken from TRECVID 2002 is “The 

Saga of happy wanderers” which is also an outdoor video 

having cuts and other transitions. “Mechelen Belgium” video 

takes the tour of the city Mechelen of Belgium showing 

outdoor buildings, sculptures, statues and indoor of the 

church etc. 
 

TABLE II: RESULTS OBTAINED USING THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

Sequences Cuts Fades    Other transitions 

 Recall Precisi

on 

Recall Precisi

on 

Recall Precisi

on 

House 

Tour 

1 1 - - - - 

Hasselt 1 1 - - - - 

TRECVID

2002 

0.83 1 - - 0.25 1 

Mechelen 

Belgium 

0.97 1 - - 0 0 

 

The recall and precision values of the respective video 

sequences compared with the ground truth is shown in Table 

II and the keyframes of house tour sequence is shown in Fig. 

1. The house tour and Hasselt sequences includes only abrupt 

cuts which were detected with high accuracy and the value of 

k was taken as 2. For TRECVID video sequence the 

experimental results were compared with the ground truth 

submitted by the NIST TRECVID 2002 [23]. Since there was 

sudden intensity variations and blurriness in the consecutive 

frames the value of k was chosen as 4 and the last smallest 

Eigen value was used for thresholding for TRECVID video 

sequence. The other transitions included dissolves and wipes 

which were detected with less accuracy.   Most of the videos 

gave best results with k = 2 with the smallest Eigen value 

chosen for thresholding. The plot of Eigen values and frames 

for house tour and Hasselt sequences is shown in Fig. 2 and 

Fig. 3 respectively. The peaks indicate the keyframes of the 

video sequence. 

Fig. 1. Keyframes of „House Tour‟ video sequence. 

 

B. Computational time for Covariance Matrix 

Our modified method (MM) for calculation of covariance 

matrix is much faster than the conventional method (CM). 

Table III shows the total computational time in milliseconds 

(ms) for calculating the covariance matrix for the first and the 

second iteration. 

In the conventional method, if k = 4, then starting from 1st 
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to 4th frames are used for calculating the covariance in the 

first iteration. For the next iteration the covariance matrix for 

2nd frame to 5th frame is calculated. The process is continued 

until the keyframe is detected. This leads to recursive 

calculation of covariance data which results in higher 

computational time.  In Table III the second column 

corresponds to computation time for conventional method in 

milliseconds. Ideally time taken for all the iterations in this 

method is equal.  
 

 

Fig. 2. Plot of Eigen values (λs) for „House tour‟ video sequence with k =2. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Plot of Eigen values (λs) for „Hasselt‟ video sequence with k =2. X 

indicating the keyframes. 

             T = t1 + t2   

where, t1 is the time taken for first iteration, t2 is the time 

taken for second iteration and T is total time taken for first 

two iterations. Here t1 = t2.   

In the modified method, if k = 4, then starting from 1st to 4th 

frames are used for calculating the covariance in the first 

iteration. But for the second iteration, covariance matrix for 

2nd frame to 5th frame is to be calculated,instead of calculating 

the whole new covariance matrix, we can use the previously 

calculated covariance data for 2nd, 3rd and 4th frame  in the 

first iteration and calculate only  5th frame‟s covariance as 

explained in the Section III-B-2. So here we can call the 

iterations as updating steps. At each iteration, the covariance 

matrix is updated instead of recalculating it. Time taken from 

the second iteration onwards will be lesser than time taken for 

the first iteration. This reduces the computational time and 

makes advantageous over the conventional method. 

T = t1 + t2 

where, t1 is the time taken for first iteration, t2 is the time 

taken for second iteration (updating) and T is total time taken 

for first two iterations. Here t2 < t1.   

Table III shows the value of T for different values of k for 

both the methods. For experimental purpose only two 

iterations are recorded for the frame size of 240×320. As the 

iterations increases, the difference between the total time 

taken by conventional method and the modified method also 

increases. Fig. 4 shows the plot of T in milliseconds for 

conventional and modified method versus k. 

 
TABLE III: COMPUTATIONAL TIME FOR DIFFERENT K VALUES 

Frames(k) CM in ms(T) MM in ms(T) 

2 6.751 2.66 

4 23.395938 7.84432 

6 53.339 14.699 

8 99.747 24.982 

10 170.537821 36.412233 
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Fig. 4. Plot of computational time for CM and MM for different number of 

frames (k).

C. Sensitivity of k

If the value of k is smaller, it may detect even the smaller 

deviations between the frames but is easily prone to false 

detection due to noise in the frames. Whereas, if k is larger, it 

may not be able to detect the small deviations, but can 

overcome the false detection due to noise and blurriness of

the image in the frames. The selection of k depends on the 

application and the quality of the images in the video.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new approach for keyframe extraction/shot 

boundary detection is introduced. The method has been 

tested on various videos and is able to detect the abrupt cuts 

with high precision and accuracy. The results for shot 

detection are satisfactory and the speed of the proposed 

approach is quite fast to be applied to real-time surveillance 

systems and live videos as it is not dependent on future 

frames. Though the method fails to detect the fades and 

dissolves transitions the abrupt transitions are detected 

robustly. In our experiments, the threshold is set empirically 

but in future it can be made adaptive. In future, we also 

analyze all k Eigen values to detect the abrupt cuts, fades and 

dissolves to build a robust system which can detect any 

transitions with high accurate results.
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